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which was well above the $200,000 estimate.
This beat her previous record set at her auction

Be Smart about ArtArt outperforms as Crypto and Stock
Markets crash

debut at Christie’s the week before, with
‘Summertime’ (2020) selling for $1.5 million,
several times above the $300,000 estimate.
The market momentum continued at Art Basel,

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic we
witnessed unprecedented rapid change within the
art market. Following what was, at the time, the
biggest recession for ten years, the art market
recovered robustly in 2021 with aggregated sales
of an estimated $65.1 Billion, up by 29% from
2020 and surpassing pre-pandemic sales. As
outlined in UBS and Art Basel Art Market Report
2022, art has once again served as a hedge
against inflation and money devaluation while
mitigating overall portfolio risk for collectors with
well-diversified and actively managed collections
in 2021.
This year the New York multi-billion dollar auction
week at Sotheby’s and Christie’s alone
maintained the upward rising trend of last year.
Christie’s managed to turn around over $1.4
billion worth of art in just one week, while
Sotheby’s set a new record for the highly
anticipated Macklowe Collection single-owner
sale. The sensational collection of Linda and

where the Swiss art fair defied the gloomy
economic backdrop with recorded ‘soaring sales.’
The global stock market sell-off and the
collapsing Crypto market seemed to have a
limited effect on the art fair’s activity of sales with
gallerists citing that Russia’s unrelenting invasion
of Ukraine and its global impact as the most
pressing concern.
In London, the bidding at June auction season
was strong for red-chip artists but thin on the top
end, not unusual after strong sales in NY in May,
Frieze NY, Art Basel Switzerland and an
additional import tax burden caused by Brexit.
Sotheby’s brought in £149.2 million ($181.8
million) across their British, Modern and
Contemporary art auctions. The sales fell just
short of the pre-sale estimate of £143 million to
£201 million ($174 million to $244 million). In
comparison Christie’s brought in £250million
($290 million) across their dedicated
20th/21st century sales.

Harry Macklowe recorded new highs for blue-chip
artists Agnes Martin, Robert Irwin, and Jackson
Pollock, whose ‘Number 17’ (1951) sold for $61.2
million, double the estimated price at auction.
There was also a strong appetite for ‘red-chip’
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artists, a term recently coined to represent young
emerging and highly desirable artists. At
Sotheby’s ‘The Now’ auction, the 27-year Anna
Weyant landed an auction record with ‘Falling
Woman’ (2020) selling for $1.6 million,
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